Chapter 5
The Evolutionary Paths
Of Nearby Galaxies

5.1

Introduction
It is well known that galaxies form two sequences in colour-magnitude space:

star-forming disks occupy a blue cloud whereas quiescent, bulge-dominated objects
reside on a red sequence (e.g. Tully et al., 1982). The origin of this bimodality in
the colour distribution of galaxies is still a puzzle. There is mounting evidence that,
since z∼1, the stellar mass density of the red sequence has increased by at least a
factor ∼2, while surprisingly the stellar mass density of the blue cloud has remained

constant, despite continued star formation over several Gyr (Bell et al., 2007; Faber
et al., 2007). A possible explanation of this is that galaxies form most of their stars
while they are in the blue cloud but then migrate to the red sequence, gradually
increasing the stellar mass retained in quiescent systems. In this case, a quenching
of the star formation is required to drive galaxies towards the red sequence, but it is
still unclear what physical mechanism(s) may be responsible for such migration.
The most popular candidate is feedback from the accretion of material onto
supermassive black holes (i.e., AGN feedback). The AGN may heat or expel the
surrounding gas, thus preventing star formation (e.g., Croton et al., 2006). Theoretical studies have shown that models including AGN feedback provide a better match
between theory and observations (e.g. the bright end of the luminosity function),
making this quenching mechanism very promising (Baugh, 2006). Recently, this hypothesis has gained additional support from observations showing that the AGN-host
fraction peaks in the region between the blue and red sequence (i.e., the transition
region or green valley, Martin et al., 2007; Schawinski et al., 2007). However, it is
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still a matter of debate whether these results imply a physical connection between
AGN activity and suppression of the star formation in galaxies (e.g. Westoby et al.,
2007; Georgakakis et al., 2008). In addition, though AGN feedback has been directly
observed in the giant ellipticals in the centre of clusters (e.g. Forman et al., 2007),
it is unclear whether this mechanism works in spirals (Okamoto et al., 2008), which
typify the transition galaxies today.
In contrast to the above internal mechanism, environmental effects may be
responsible for quenching the star formation activity, driving the migration of spiral
galaxies out of the blue cloud. Gravitational interactions (Merritt, 1984; Moore et al.,
1996), ram pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott, 1972), and hybrid processes combining
multiple mechanisms such as preprocessing (Fujita, 2004; Cortese et al., 2006), can
in fact quench star formation in galaxies in high density environments (see Boselli
& Gavazzi, 2006 for a detailed review of these processes). This is clearly reflected
in the morphology-density (Dressler, 1980; Whitmore et al., 1993), star formationdensity (e.g. Kennicutt, 1983) and gas-density relations (Haynes & Giovanelli, 1984)
observed in the local universe. In addition, it has recently been shown that the environment may be responsible for the formation of the red sequence at low luminosities
(Boselli et al., 2008). Contrary to these findings, Masters et al. (2010) argue that
the environment is not responsible for the quenching of star formation, since they
see no environmental variation in the properties of red passive spirals selected from
the Galaxy Zoo project (Lintott et al., 2008). Thus, there is still some debate over
the impact of the environment. Discriminating between the effects of AGN feedback
and environment on star formation is therefore necessary to unravel the evolutionary
history of transition galaxies.
In this chapter, I attempt to assess whether the mechanism suppressing the
star formation in nearby spirals is an internal or environmental process.

5.2

The colour-mass diagram

The NUV-H vs. M∗ colour-mass diagrams for the total sample are presented in
Figure 5.1 (top row). The bimodality in the galaxy population is clearly evident, with
early-type galaxies mainly segregated in the red sequence and late-types occupying
the blue cloud. As already shown by van den Bergh (2007) in optical and Wyder et al.
(2007) in UV, the two sequences are not well separated, since a significant number
of disk galaxies lie in the region between the two clouds (i.e., the transition region)
and even in the red sequence. This supports the common idea that galaxies start
their journey towards the red sequence as disks. Figure 5.2 presents the SDSS images
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Figure 5.1: The NUV-H vs. M∗ colour-mass diagrams for galaxies comprising the total
sample (top row ), the Virgo cluster (middle row ) and ‘field’ environment (bottom row ).
Left column: Early-types (open red triangles) form a red sequence and late-types (filled
blue circles) form a blue cloud. Center column: Objects displaying AGN-like behavior
(filled red circles), Hii star-forming regions (open blue squares) or composites of the
two (cyan crosses) are highlighted. Right column: Galaxies are classified as Hi-deficient
(filled green circles) and Hi-normal (open blue squares). In the latter two columns,
galaxies without nuclear classification or Hi observations are considered normal disks
(blue open squares), and early-type galaxies (grey triangles) are retained only as a
visual aid.
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of a small random sample of the massive late-types residing across the blue cloud
and transition region, demonstrating the visible reddening at optical wavelengths.
Therefore, in the rest of this section I focus on the properties of late-type galaxies
to try to understand the mechanisms behind the quenching of the star formation. I
also note that a few early-type galaxies lie well outside the red sequence. These are
misclassified or peculiar objects and their properties will be investigated later.
To investigate whether the quenching is due to AGN feedback or environmental effects, I divide the sample according to nuclear activity and Hi content (Figure 5.1, top row, central and right panel, respectively), as described in Chapter 2.
For M∗ & 1010 M⊙ , AGN-host spirals are uniformly distributed across the range of
colour (consistent with Martin et al., 2007 and Schawinski et al., 2007), whereas for
lower stellar masses they are segregated in the blue sequence. In other words, AGNs
are not preferentially found in the transition region. In addition, at fixed stellar mass,
AGNs do not tend to be redder (i.e., have a lower specific star formation rate) than
galaxies with Hii star-forming nuclei or composite systems. Thus, I do not find any
clear evidence of a suppression of the star formation in AGNs.
On the contrary, quenched spirals are generally characterized by a low atomic
hydrogen content. Unlike the AGN-hosts, which occupy the transition region only
for masses M∗ & 1010 M⊙ , the Hi deficient galaxies tend to lie at the red edge
of the blue sequence and in the transition region, independent of the stellar mass.
More importantly, at fixed stellar mass, Hi deficient systems have a typical colour at
least 1 mag redder than gas-rich systems, suggesting that the gas depletion is really
accompanied by a suppression of the star formation.
If this is the case, transition galaxies should be more frequent in high density
environments, since the Hi deficiency is usually associated with a truncation of the
gas disk via environmental effects (Cayatte et al., 1994). In order to test this scenario,
I split the sample depending upon whether the galaxies inhabit the Virgo cluster or
not (see Figure 5.1 middle and bottom rows).
A comparison of the cluster and ‘field’ colour-mass diagrams clearly shows
that very few disk galaxies have their star formation suppressed outside the cluster
environment. The vast majority of transition spirals are in fact composed of Hi
deficient cluster galaxies. In addition, almost 50% of transition disks outside Virgo
reside in groups or pairs, supporting the idea that the loss of gas and quenching of
the star formation is related to the environment. I note that some galaxies between
the blue cloud and red sequence are not Hi deficient. These appear to be peculiar
objects and their properties will be investigated in the following sections.
The significant difference found in the colour-mass distribution of galaxies in
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Figure 5.2: SDSS composite images of a small selection of massive late-type galaxies
residing across the blue cloud and transition region. The images are organised based
on the colour-mass diagram in Figure 5.1, from the bluest (bottom left panel) to the
reddest spiral (top right panel).
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and outside Virgo is consistent with van den Bergh (2007), who showed that objects
in small groups differ from cluster galaxies and are more similar to isolated systems.
However, it is evident that in the ‘field’ sample, the separation between the blue and
the red sequence is more clear-cut than in optical colour-magnitude relations. For
example, a K-S test shows that there is <0.01 % probability that the NUV − H
colour distribution of the HRS+ field sample has the same shape as the U − B colour
distribution in the van den Bergh (2007) ‘field+groups’ sample. The use of UV to
near-infrared colours is in fact crucial to clearly show the environmental dependence
of the transition population in the local universe.
This interpretation is additionally supported by the fact that (1) the fraction
of AGN-host galaxies does not vary strongly with the environment (e.g., Miller et al.,
2003; Kauffmann et al., 2004), and (2) also in the field, at fixed stellar mass, AGNhost spirals do not show a lower specific star formation rate than Hii galaxies. Both
observational lines of evidence do in fact contrast with what is expected if quenching
was via AGN feedback, favouring the environment as the main mechanism responsible
for the suppression of the star formation in the sample.
Thus, from the analysis presented here, the colour-mass diagrams suggest that
AGN feedback is not important in the role of migrating galaxies and in fact the environment appears to play the greater role in driving evolution. However, to strengthen
this result, especially in the light that not all galaxies in the transition region are gas
deficient objects in the Virgo cluster, the statistical and individual properties of transition galaxies must be investigated in detail. By reconstructing the evolutionary
history of galaxies in the transition region, I hope to uncover further evidence to
determine the underlying nature of the mechanism(s) quenching star formation.

5.3

The link between Hi content and colour
The suggestion that a loss of gas quenches the star formation leads to a pre-

diction of a general relationship between the gas content and colour, which is shown
in Figure 5.3. The left panel shows the correlation between colour and Hi deficiency: galaxies outside the blue cloud have not only lost a significant fraction of
their atomic hydrogen content, but there also exists a correlation between Hi deficiency and NUV − H colour, although with large scatter. At least part of the scatter

is due to the large uncertainty in the estimate of Hi deficiency (∼0.3 dex). The same
relation can be expressed in terms of gas fraction (defined as the ratio of the Hi to
the stellar mass), as discussed by Kannappan (2004) and shown in the central and
right panels of Figure 5.3. Lower gas fractions correspond to redder colours. The
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Figure 5.3: The link between Hi-content and colour. Left: N U V − H colour vs. Hi
deficiency. The vertical dotted line separates galaxies with ‘normal’ gas content from
Hi-deficient systems. Center : N U V − H colour vs. gas-fraction. Right: F U V − H
vs. gas-fraction. Late- and early- type galaxies are indicated with circles and triangles
respectively. Green symbols highlight detected Hi-deficient galaxies, while arrows show
upper limits.

best linear fit to the relation (excluding upper-limits) is
log(MHI /M∗ ) = −0.35 × (NUV − H) + 0.19,

(5.1)

with a dispersion of ∼0.43 dex. However, from the three panels in Figure 5.3 it clearly
emerges that not all transition region and red-sequence galaxies are Hi-deficient, but a
number of systems have an amount of hydrogen typically observed in objects lying in
the blue cloud. This is particularly interesting when the colour-gas-fraction relations
are examined (central and right panels). Outside the blue cloud, galaxies lie mainly at
the two edges of the relation depending on whether they are Hi-deficient (green circles)
or not (blue circles), and the colour-gas-fraction relation appears more scattered1 .
This suggests that at redder colours (i.e. NUV − H > ∼4.5 mag), the gas-fraction is
not a good proxy of the UV-optical colour anymore and vice-versa. The dispersion in
the colour-gas-fraction relation increases from ∼0.35 dex (consistent with Kannappan,

2004 and Zhang et al., 2009) to ∼0.54 dex when moving from Hi-normal blue-cloud
galaxies to transition and red-sequence objects. This is in reality a lower-limit on the
real scatter increase since I have not included upper-limits in the calculation.
The results shown in Figure 5.3 are strongly suggestive of a) a different evolutionary path followed by Hi-deficient and Hi-normal galaxies outside the blue cloud
1

The fact that, for the same colour, Hi-deficient objects have a lower gas fraction is expected,
since both quantities trace the specific amount of atomic hydrogen in a galaxy.
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and b) of a weaker link between Hi content and colour than the one typically observed in star-forming galaxies. Therefore, in order to gain additional insights on the
evolution of galaxies in the transition region, in the following I must first properly
define the transition region to accurately identify the transition galaxies, and then
divide these objects into two subsamples according to their gas content and separately
investigate their properties.

5.4

Defining the transition region

In order to properly select a sample of transition region galaxies, I must define
quantitative bounds of the transition region in the colour-mass diagrams. However, it
is difficult to accurately quantify where the blue cloud ends, where the red sequence
begins and thus determine the range of colours that characterise galaxies residing
between the two sequences.
Since the transition region appears to be populated preferentially by Hideficient galaxies in high density environments, I decide to define the blue cloud by
using the population of Hi-normal galaxies, representing unperturbed systems. Figure
5.4 shows that, when selecting only Hi-normal late-type galaxies, the blue cloud and
red sequence are clearly separated at all masses in the colour-mass diagram. Galaxies
with suppressed star formation therefore typically reside at colours NUV − H > 4.5
mag, and I adopt this value as the lower limit of the transition region. This colour
cut corresponds to the 90th percentile of the colour of Hi-normal spirals with M∗ >
1010 M⊙ . Under this convention, M31 is defined as a Hi-normal galaxy belonging to
the blue cloud (NUV − H ∼ 4.1 mag).
I now define an upper limit on the transition region or, in other words, I
determine the lower limit of the red sequence. UV-to-near-infrared colours typical of
the red sequence (NUV − H & 6 mag) can either indicate low residual star formation
activity or old, evolved stellar populations (e.g. Boselli et al., 2005). The phenomenon
of the UV-upturn (O’Connell, 1999) makes colours redder than NUV − H ∼ 6 mag
difficult to interpret so that the NUV − H colour cannot be considered as a good
proxy for the specific star formation rate (SSFR). Following Kaviraj et al. (2007),
I use observations of well known strong UV-upturn galaxies to derive a lower limit
on the NUV − H colour typical of evolved stellar populations. In detail, given the

typical colour observed in M87 (NUV − H ∼ 6.1 mag) and NGC 4552 (NUV − H ∼
6.4 mag), NUV − H=6 mag is assumed as a conservative lower limit to discriminate
between residual star formation and UV-upturn. The validity of this colour-cut is
confirmed by a visual inspection of GALEX colour images, which indicates that only
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Figure 5.4: The N U V − H colour-stellar-mass relations for the HRS+ sample. Late
and early-types are indicated with circles and triangles respectively. The separation
between blue and red sequence is clearly evident when only Hi-normal late-type galaxies are shown (right panel). The dotted lines in both panels show the boundaries of
the transition region as defined in Section 5.4.

6% (i.e. 6 objects) of galaxies redder than NUV − H=6 mag show clear evidence of
residual star formation (e.g., blue star-forming knots).
The morphological type distributions for galaxies belonging to the three groups,
based on their position on the colour-mass diagram (i.e., blue cloud, red sequence and
transition region), are shown in Figure 5.5. It clearly emerges that red and blue galaxies are two disjoint families not only in colour, but also in morphology.
Of course, the criteria described above are arbitrary and vary according to the
colour adopted and to the stellar mass range investigated. This can be clearly seen
in Figure 5.6, where the positions of ‘transition galaxies’ in different UV and optical
colour-stellar-mass diagrams are highlighted. Although it is indisputable that not all
transition galaxies are outside the red sequence in a F UV − H and NUV − B colour
diagram (in particular at low stellar-masses), it emerges that the definition adopted
here is able to select a statistically representative sample of galaxies with suppressed
star formation. Moreover, the comparison between the top and bottom row in Figure 5.6 highlights the necessity of UV colours to select fair samples of transition
galaxies: e.g., a simple B − H colour-cut would significantly contaminate our sample
with star-forming blue-sequence and quiescent red-sequence systems. Finally, it is
interesting to note the wide range in F UV − NUV colour spanned by the transition
galaxies, suggesting different current star formation rates.
As shown in the following sections, the sample of transition galaxies selected
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Figure 5.5: The morphological type distribution of galaxies in the HRS+ sample (dotted histogram). The filled histogram represents galaxies in the transition region, while
red and blue sequence galaxies are shown with the empty and dashed histogram, respectively.

using these criteria is not significantly contaminated either by active star-forming or
quiescent galaxies erroneously classified as transition systems. Thus I refer to the
colour interval 4.5 < NUV − H < 6 mag as the ‘transition region’ for the remainder
of this thesis.
Before investigating the detailed properties of transition galaxies, it is worth
adding a few notes about the validity of the classification for Hi-normal transition

systems. The low number of objects in this category and the large uncertainties in the
estimate of gas fractions and UV dust attenuation might suggest that these are just
random outliers, not different from the bulk of the Hi-deficient population. Although I
cannot exclude the presence of a few misclassified galaxies in both the Hi-deficient and
Hi-normal population, it is very unlikely that all (and only) the Hi-normal galaxies
outside the blue sequence are affected by a large (>0.5 dex) systematic underestimate
of dust attenuation, and/or gas fraction. More importantly, the analysis presented in
the next sections will clearly show that these two families have reached the transition
region following different evolutionary paths.
Finally, it is noted that, in all the figures presented in this work, the UV-nearinfrared colour is directly related to the SSFR only outside the red sequence. For
colours redder than NUV − H ∼6 mag, UV magnitudes cannot be blindly used to
quantify current SFRs and the presence of a sequence does not imply that all red
galaxies have the same SSFR, as shown in the following sections.

5.4. Defining the transition region

Figure 5.6: The F U V − H (upper left), N U V − B (upper right), B − H (lower left)
and F U V − N U V (lower right) colour-stellar-mass relations for our sample. Symbols
are as in Figure 5.4. Green empty symbols show transition galaxies as defined in
Section 5.4. I note that, given the incomplete UV and optical coverage available for
our sample, each graph includes a different number of galaxies. These plots must thus
be considered just as an indication of the typical colour range occupied by transition
galaxies.
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Figure 5.7: The stellar mass distribution of transition region galaxies (filled circles).
Left: Spirals (empty squares), lenticulars (triangles) and E+dE (asterisks) are indicated. Right: Galaxies are highlighted according to their Hi content. Galaxies for
which the estimate of Hi deficiency is unsure are indicated with asterisks.

Figure 5.8: The cluster-centric projected-distance (left) and line-of-sight velocity distribution (right) of galaxies in the Virgo cluster region. Galaxies are divided into
four sub-samples according to their colour and Hi-content: blue-cloud Hi-normal
(N U V − H ≤4.5 and DEF (Hi) <0.5; blue), blue-cloud Hi-deficient (N U V − H ≤4.5
and DEF (Hi) >0.5; green), transition Hi-deficient (4.5< N U V − H <6 and
DEF (Hi) >0.5; magenta) and red-sequence (N U V − H ≥6; red) galaxies. The shaded
areas in the left panel show the uncertainty in the radial distributions.
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The properties of transition galaxies
In total, 67 galaxies lie in the transition region as defined in Section 5.4, corre-

sponding to ∼17% in both number and total stellar-mass. In Figure 5.7, the stellarmass distribution of transition galaxies are divided according to their morphological
type (left panel) and gas content (right panel). For M∗ & 1010 M⊙ , galaxies with
4.5< NUV − H <6 mag are mainly spirals, whereas at lower stellar masses they are
preferentially dwarf elliptical systems. More importantly, the majority of transition
galaxies have &70% less atomic hydrogen content than isolated galaxies of similar
optical size and morphological type. However, as already noted, not all galaxies in
the transition region are Hi-deficient. For M∗ & 1010 M⊙ , ∼30% (8 galaxies) of the
transition galaxies have Hi deficiency lower than 0.5. For lower stellar masses, it is difficult to quantify the number of gas-rich objects. Hi observations are not available for
9 galaxies, and the lower limits obtained for the Hi deficiency are below the threshold
of 0.5 for 3 additional objects. These are mainly dE cluster galaxies (Figure 5.7, left
panel), suggesting that their evolution is related to the cluster environment (Boselli
et al., 2008). However, to be conservative, in the following analysis I focus on the 55
galaxies for which the classification as Hi-deficient or Hi-normal galaxy is reliable.

5.5.1

Hi-deficient systems

Overall, sure Hi-deficient galaxies represent ∼70% (47 galaxies) in number
and ∼63% in stellar mass of the transition region. All except four galaxies lie in
the Virgo cluster, suggesting that the cluster environment is playing an important
role in quenching the star formation. Additional support to this scenario is obtained

when consideration is given to the properties of galaxies divided according to their
gas content and their position in the colour-mass diagram. I now compare the median
projected distance from the cluster center of the different populations. Given the large
asymmetry of Virgo and the presence of two main sub-clusters (Virgo A and Virgo B,
at ∼1 virial radii projected-distance), the projected-distance from the center of both
clouds for each galaxy was determined and I adopt the smallest of the two values.
The results do not qualitatively change if just the distance from M87 is adopted.
The median cluster-centric distance decreases from ∼0.83 virial radii (Rvir ), in case

of Hi-normal blue-cloud galaxies, to 0.51, 0.52 and 0.42 Rvir for Hi-deficient bluecloud, Hi-deficient transition and red-sequence objects, respectively (see Figure 5.8,
left panel). Similarly, the difference between the 25th and 75th percentiles of the lineof-sight velocity distribution (i.e. a good estimate of the velocity dispersion in case of
non gaussian distributions) increases in the blue cloud from ∼760 km s−1 to ∼1400
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km s−1 when we consider Hi-normal and Hi-deficient galaxies respectively. Then, the
typical velocity dispersion gradually decreases to ∼915 km s−1 and ∼610 km s−1 when
considering the transition region and the red sequence respectively (see Figure 5.8,
right panel). The gradual variation in projected distance and velocity distribution

when moving in the colour magnitude diagram from blue, Hi normal systems to red,
quiescent objects supports the idea that Hi-deficient galaxies represent a population
of galaxies which have recently fallen into the cluster and not yet virialized. For
√
example, a free-falling population is expected to have a velocity dispersion 2 times
larger than the virialized population. Moreover, the velocity dispersion profile for
Hi-deficient galaxies decreases with cluster-centric distance consistent with isotropic
velocities in the center and radial velocities in the external regions, as expected in
the case of galaxy infall onto the cluster (Girardi et al., 1998). The opposite trend
(i.e., increasing with cluster-centric distance) is observed for red-sequence galaxies,
as expected in a relaxed cluster undergoing two-body relaxation in the dense central
region, with circular orbits in the center and more isotropic velocities in the external
regions. Finally, a visual investigation of UV images reveals that in at least 50%
of star-forming Virgo galaxies in the transition region the star formation is only
present well within the optical radius, further supporting environmental effects being
responsible for the quenching of star formation in Hi-deficient Virgo galaxies.
However, there is some uncertainty as to the nature of the mechanism quenching star formation in the 4 Hi deficient galaxies residing outside of the Virgo cluster.
These are NGC 4684, UGC 8756, UGC 8032 and NGC 5566. NGC 5566 is the brightest member of a galaxy triplet while UGC 8032 lies just ∼1.1 virial radii from the
center of Virgo. Therefore, there remains a possibility that environmental effects are
playing a role in stripping the gas in these two objects. The fact that UGC 8032 is
not included in our Virgo sample despite its small distance from M87 is due to the
fact that it just lies outside the Virgo boundaries defined by Gavazzi et al. (2003b).
The origin of the Hi deficiency in NGC 4684 and UGC 8756 remains a puzzle. UGC
8756 has in fact no nearby companions or any clear sign of interaction. NGC 4684
is a lenticular galaxy with very strong UV nuclear emission, probably related to the
extended Hα outflow discovered by Bettoni et al. (1993). The outflow has been interpreted as related to bar instability and it is not clear whether such a process can
be responsible for the Hi deficiency observed in this object. Thus, the origin of the
Hi deficiency in these two objects still remains unclear.

5.5. The properties of transition galaxies
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Time-scales for the migration
Combining the observational evidence presented above with previous works on the
Virgo cluster (e.g. Boselli & Gavazzi, 2006 and references therein), it appears that a
hydrodynamical interaction like ram pressure stripping is the cause of the gas deficiency. However, I note that gravitational interactions cannot be excluded in at least
one case (NGC 4438, e.g., Boselli et al., 2005; Vollmer et al., 2005; Kenney et al.,
2008).
Only recently, has it become possible to accurately quantify the time-scale for
the quenching of the star formation after the stripping event (Boselli et al., 2006;
Crowl & Kenney, 2008). Conveniently, almost all the objects for which a stripping
timescale has been computed are included in the sample. In Figure 5.9, the position of
these six objects in the colour-mass diagram according to the age of the stripping event
are highlighted: hexagons and squares indicate galaxies in which the star formation
in the outer regions has been suppressed less or more than ∼300 Myr, respectively.
Interestingly, there is a difference in the average colour between very recent quenching
(t < 300 Myr) and older events, so that only galaxies with quenching timescales

∼400-500 Myr are at the edge or have already reached the transition region. This is
consistent with the fact that the Virgo transition galaxy population is not virialized,
implying a recent (≤ 1.7 Gyr, i.e., the Virgo crossing time; Boselli & Gavazzi, 2006)
infall into the cluster center. Thus, I conclude that once the Hi has been stripped from
the disk, a galaxy moves from the blue cloud to the transition region in a time-scale
roughly ∼0.5-1 Gyr.
How long will these systems remain in the transition region? As already
pointed out by Crowl & Kenney (2008) and Boselli et al. (2008), one cluster-crossing
is not sufficient to completely halt the star formation in massive (M∗ ∼> 1010 M⊙ )
galaxies. In fact, while the outer disk is completely deprived of its gas content and
star formation is quickly stopped, in the central regions the restoring force is too
strong, keeping the atomic hydrogen reservoir necessary to sustain continuous star
formation. Moreover, Boselli et al. (2008) showed that two cluster crossings (∼2-3
Gyr) are already necessary to move the brightest dwarf elliptical galaxy from the blue
to the red sequence, suggesting that the transition galaxies described here will take
at least the same amount of time to have their star formation completely quenched.
Assuming that the Gunn & Gott (1972) formalism for ram-pressure is still valid after
the first passage and that the galaxy’s orbit does not change significantly, it can be
expected that very little additional gas will be stripped during the second passage by
ram-pressure. Significant stripping would occur only if the galaxy’s restoring force is
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Figure 5.9: Same as the left panel of Figure 5.4. Highlighted symbols indicate galaxies
in the Crowl & Kenney (2008) sample for which a stripping timescale estimate is
available. Stripping timescales shorter than 300 Myr and between 300-500 Myr are
shown with hexagons and squares respectively.

lowered by gravitational interactions with other members and the cluster potential
well. Other environmental effects related to the intracluster medium, like viscous
stripping (Nulsen, 1982) and thermal evaporation (Cowie & Songaila, 1977), may
thus play an important role in the complete suppression of the star formation.
An upper limit to the time spent by Hi-deficient galaxies in the transition
region can be obtained under the assumption all the remaining gas will be consumed
by star formation. It is in fact plausible that the intra-cluster medium will prevent
additional infall of cold gas. In this case, the ‘Roberts’ time’ (Roberts, 1963, defined
as the ratio of the gas mass to the current star formation rate: i.e., M(gas)/SFR) can
be used to obtain a rough estimate of the gas consumption time. Assuming that 15%
of the total gas is in the molecular state (Boselli et al., 2002) and ∼30% is composed
by helium and heavy elements (Boselli et al., 2001), the ‘Roberts’ time’ is already
∼2.2 Gyr2 . This is in reality a lower limit to the real value since it does not take into
account gas recycling. As shown by Kennicutt et al. (1994), the real gas consumption
time is 1.5-4 times longer than the time scale calculated above. Thus, although they
have lost a significant amount of their original gas content, Hi-deficient transition
galaxies still have enough fuel to sustain star formation at the current rate for at
least a couple of Gyr.
2

This value decreases by a factor ∼1.5 if a Salpeter IMF is adopted
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Detailed simulations focused on the effect of the cluster environment after the
first passage will thus be extremely interesting to understand the future evolution of
these systems. At this stage, the main conclusion I can draw from this analysis is
that at least ∼3 Gyr seem to be necessary for the complete migration of a galaxy
from the blue to the red sequence when gas stripping via the intracluster medium is
involved.
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NAME

NAME
NGC 4203
NGC 4262a
NGC 4698a
NGC 4866
NGC 5103

S0
Sa
Sa
Sa
Sa
Sa
Sa

D
Mpc

AGN

Hi-normal transition galaxies
B-V FUV NUV H F60µm F100µm M(HI) M(HI) C31 (H) Merging Ref.
mAB mAB mAB Jy
Jy 108 M⊙ /Mstar
/accretion?

20.7
0.86 16.86 16.14 7.40
15.7
Lin
0.79
15.03 6.25
17.0 Lin/Sey 0.87 16.62 15.99 7.29
23.0
NoL 0.70
18.26 8.28
17.0
Sey
0.81 16.00 15.50 7.23
17.0
Lin
0.87 17.07 16.16 7.12
20.1
Lin
0.84 15.48 15.11 6.74

0.43
0.42
0.45
0.94
0.36
0.38
0.27

1.61
2.02
1.96
3.27
1.45
1.32
1.36

7.08
26.9
6.76
4.0
10.0
6.17
61.7

0.04
0.09
0.05
0.04
0.07
0.04
0.20

6.2
3.1
3.5
3.8
4.9
5.1
4.0

Yes
Maybe
Yes
Yes
-

1,2
3
4,5
6
-

TYPE

D
Mpc

AGN

Hi-normal red-sequence galaxies
B-V FUV NUV H F60µm F100µm M(HI) M(HI) C31 (H) Merging Ref.
mAB mAB mAB Jy
Jy 108 M⊙ /Mstar
/accretion?

S0
S0
Sa
S0
Sab

17.0
17.0
17.0
17.0
17.0

Lin.
NoL
Sey
Lin
-

0.99
0.83
0.83
0.96
-

16.94
16.64
17.26
19.49

15.87
16.9
15.71
16.27
17.76

6.26
7.20
6.16
6.76
8.29

0.59
0.63
-

2.16
0.50
1.89
-

33.1
5.13
17.0
13.5
2.40

0.09
0.04
0.04
0.06
0.05

6.8
6.0
4.2
3.7
6.3

Yes
Yes
Yes
-

Table 5.1: The properties of Hi-normal transition and red-sequence galaxies in the HRS+ sample. a UV fluxes increase
significantly if the UV rings outside the optical radius are included. References are (1) van Driel et al. (1989); (2) Howell
(2006); (3) Noordermeer et al 2005; (4) Bertola et al. (1988); (5) Patil et al. (2009); (6) Haynes et al. (2000); (7) van
Driel et al. (1988); (8) Krumm et al. (1985); (9) Bertola et al. (1999)

7
8
9
-
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NGC 3619
NGC 3898
NGC 4324
NGC 4370
NGC 4378
NGC 4772
NGC 5701

TYPE
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Hi-normal galaxies
In contrast to Hi-deficient objects, Hi-normal transition galaxies are equally

distributed between the field and cluster environments. They are ∼12 % in number (8
objects in total), but if all galaxies without Hi measurements are Hi-normal galaxies
then this fraction might increase up to ∼30%. I note that NGC 4565 is the only
example of perfectly edge-on transition object, thus it cannot be excluded that the
corrections adopted still underestimate the real UV extinction (Panuzzo et al., 2003)
making this galaxy possibly an erroneous transition object. Therefore, NGC 4565 is
excluded from the following analysis.
The properties of the remaining 7 objects are listed in Table 5.1 as follows:
Col. 1: Name. Col. 2: Morphological type. Col. 3: Distance in Mpc. Col. 4 AGN
classification (following the criteria described in Decarli et al., 2007): Lin=LINER,
Sey=Seyfert, NoL= No emission lines. Col. 5: B − V colour corrected for dust
extinction. Col. 6-8: FUV, NUV and H AB magnitudes. Col. 9-10: IRAS fluxes
at 60 and 100 µm. Col. 11: HI mass. Col. 12: Hi- to stellar-mass ratio. Col.
13: concentration index in H band taken from 2MASS (C31 (H) defined as the ratio
between the radii containing 75% and 25% of the total H-band light). Col. 14-15:
Note regarding any evidence (and relative reference) supporting an external origin
for the Hi. In Figure 5.10, I show SDSS optical and GALEX UV colour images for
each galaxy.
From this analysis, it emerges that Hi-normal transition galaxies are a heterogeneous class of objects ranging from merger remnants (e.g. NGC 3619) with starformation activity limited to the center, to satellites of big ellipticals (NGC 4370),
with no evident signs of recent star formation. Contrary to the Hi-deficient galaxies,
there is no indication that ram pressure stripping has played a role in the recent evolution of the Hi-normal galaxies. As expected in the case of massive (M∗ ≥ 1010 M⊙ )
galaxies, the majority of these objects host an ‘optical’ AGN. More surprisingly, our
analysis shows that, although they have likely followed different evolutionary paths,
a significant fraction of these galaxies (at least 4 out of 7) has recent star formation
mainly in the form of one or more UV rings. As shown in Figure 5.10, the UV rings
have different morphologies going from inner rings (NGC 3898, NGC 4324, NGC
4772) to Hoag-like objects (NGC 5701). Resolved Hi maps, available for two of our
objects (NGC 3898, NGC 4772), reveal that the Hi is distributed in extended low
surface density disks, significantly exceeding the typical column density of 1-2 M⊙
pc−2 only in the star forming rings. Thus, in these cases, star formation is reduced
not because the Hi has been stripped but just because the gas is not able to collapse
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Figure 5.10: Hi-normal transition galaxies. For each galaxy, the SDSS RGB and
GALEX FUV-NUV colour images are shown. In case GALEX FUV observations
are not available the NUV image is shown in black and white.

into stars efficiently. This is likely due to the fact that the gas reservoir has a typical column density well below the critical density necessary to convert the atomic
hydrogen into molecular hydrogen and commence star formation (Krumholz et al.,
2009).
The presence of UV rings becomes more intriguing when Hi-normal galaxies in
the ‘NUV red sequence’ are also taken into account (5 galaxies in total, see Table 5.1
and Figure 5.11). The four galaxies with clear star formation activity (NGC 4203,
NGC 4262, NGC 4698, NGC 4866) have star-forming regions mainly arranged in
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Figure 5.11: Same as Figure 5.10 for Hi-normal red-sequence galaxies. NGC 4262 and
NGC 4698 return to the transition region if the outer UV rings are included in the
estimate of the UV flux.

structures which are suggestive of one or multiple rings (see Figure 5.11). In the
case of NGC 4203 and NGC 4698, Hi maps reveal a morphology similar to the one
observed in Hi-normal transition objects with extended low surface density Hi disks
and peaks of column density in correspondence of UV star-forming regions. The only
known exception is represented by NGC 4262, where the Hi is mainly segregated
in the UV star forming ring. Interestingly, NGC 4262 and NGC 4698 could be
immediately reclassified as transition region galaxies if the outer UV rings are included
in the estimate of the UV flux. All this observational evidence strongly suggests
that the evolutionary paths leading these objects to the transition region have been
significantly different from the path followed by Hi-deficient galaxies.
Past and future evolution in the colour-mass diagram
To understand the recent evolutionary history of these unusual ‘gas-rich’ systems, the
origin of their gas reservoir must be determined. Has the gas an external origin (e.g,
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accretion, infall, merging, shells, etc.) or was it always part of the galactic halo but
has not been efficiently converted into stars? The origin of the gas not only provides
clues on the past history of these objects (i.e., whether they are really migrating from
the blue to the red sequence) but also may help in predicting their future evolution
in the colour-mass diagram. In the following, I combine the information available for
Hi-normal transition and red sequence galaxies to determine whether these systems
have recently left the blue sequence after a quenching episode or are migrating back
from the red sequence to the transition region thanks to a recent accretion event.
Many galaxies in this sample show direct or indirect evidence of past gas
accretion/infall events (e.g, warps, counter-rotating or decoupled components, stellar
shells). Among the best candidates for an external origin of all the Hi observed, there
are NGC 4262 and NGC 4203 in the red sequence and NGC 3619 in the transition
region (van Driel & van Woerden, 1991). However, it is interesting to note that the
acquisition mechanisms (and therefore the evolution) of the three systems is likely to
be different. In the case of NGC 3619, the most likely scenario is a minor merger
with a gas-rich satellite. The Hi is segregated well within the optical radius, roughly
coinciding with the star forming disk observed in UV, suggesting that a satellite has
sunk into the center, triggering an episode of star formation. Given that the stellar
populations have ages and metallicities typical of unperturbed ellipticals (Howell,
2006), the most plausible scenario is that NGC 3619 has left the red sequence after
the merging event. Interestingly, at the current SFR (∼0.1 M⊙ yr−1 ), the amount of
atomic hydrogen present within the optical disk (∼7×108 M⊙ ) is sufficient to sustain
the star formation for several billion years. Thus, NGC 3619 will either remain in the
transition region for a long time or, in case of a significant increase of the SFR, may
be able to temporarily rejoin the blue cloud in a UV-near-infrared colour magnitude
diagram. A similar evolutionary path could also have been followed by the dust-lane
early-type NGC 4370. However, the lack of detailed Hi maps prevent us from drawing
any conclusion.
On the contrary, the infall of Hi into NGC 4203 and NGC 4262 has likely
followed less ‘violent’ paths. In NGC 4262, the presence of a ring composed only
of Hi and newly formed stars is strongly suggestive of recent accretion, apparently
ruling out that the ring has been formed from galactic material through bar instability.
An interesting possibility is that the bar could still be responsible for the peculiar
configuration of the Hi, preventing the newly accreted gas to collapse into the center.
What remains unclear is whether the gas in the ring has been accreted from the
intergalactic medium (as proposed in the case of polar ring galaxies; e.g., Macciò
et al., 2006) or during an interaction with another galaxy (Vollmer et al., 2005). As
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for NGC 3619, the gas reservoir in the ring is sufficient to keep the galaxy in the
transition region for several Gyr or to move it back to the blue cloud, building-up a
new stellar disk/ring. To this regard, it is tempting to consider NGC 4262 the ancestor
of Hoag-type objects like NGC 5701, thus implying that these two systems may be
on their way back to the UV blue cloud. However, at this stage it is impossible to
determine whether these two systems are at different stages of the same evolutionary
path.
A migration back to the transition region appears instead very unlikely in
the case of NGC 4203. Despite its huge Hi reservoir, this galaxy shows only weak
traces of recent star formation activity and at this rate the integrated colour will not
be significantly affected, leaving this object in the red sequence. A similar scenario
could also be valid for NGC 5107 and NGC 4886 which already are in the red sequence.
However, additional observations are required to unveil the evolutionary history of
these systems.
In summary, for at least a few cases, observations seem to suggest that Hinormal red galaxies have recently acquired atomic hydrogen and have started a new
cycle of star formation activity leaving, at least temporarily, the red sequence.
For other transition galaxies, this scenario appears extremely unlikely. This is
particularly the case for NGC 3898, NGC 4772 and NGC 4698. These three systems
have very similar properties: i.e., Sa/Sab type with a significant bulge component
(bulge-to-total ratio ∼0.2-0.4; Drory & Fisher, 2007), Hi mainly distributed in two
rings, one inside and one outside the optical radius, corresponding to the sites of
recent star formation activity. HST images reveal that all three galaxies possess a
classical bulge (Drory & Fisher, 2007), consistent with a ‘violent’ and quick bulge
formation in the past through mergers or clump coalescence in primordial disks (e.g.,
Noguchi, 1999; Kormendy & Kennicutt, 2004; Elmegreen et al., 2008). In addition,
the presence of a decoupled core (NGC 4698) or a counter-rotating gas disk (NGC
4772) is suggestive of a more recent accretion event (e.g., minor merger) supporting an
external origin for at least part of the Hi in these objects. The preferred explanation
for the properties of NGC 4698 is in fact a later formation of the disk through the
acquisition of material by a completely formed spheroid. Thus, it would be natural to
argue this is observational evidence for the build-up of the disk and that these galaxies
are gradually moving from the red to the blue cloud, following a path consistent
with what expected by hierarchical models (Baugh et al., 1996; Kauffmann, 1996).
However, a rough time-scale argument rules out this hypothesis. All three galaxies
harbor massive stellar disks (Mdisk ∼1-3×1010 M⊙ depending on the mass-to-light
ratio difference between bulge and disk) and a SFR of ∼0.7-2 M⊙ yr−1 during the
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last Hubble time is thus necessary to form the observed disks. These SFRs are
more typical of blue-cloud galaxies and a factor ∼10 larger than the SFR observed

in these systems (SF R ∼0.07-0.2 M⊙ yr−1 ). While minor mergers have probably
affected these systems, I can exclude that a great part of the stellar disk is composed

of ‘accreted stars’, since the whole stellar component of the satellite is supposed to
collapse into the center, contributing to the growth of the bulge (Hopkins et al., 2009).
Although the uncertainties in the estimate of stellar masses and SFR are still quite
significant, the large discrepancy between the observed and expected SFR suggests
that the existing stellar disks are too massive to have been formed at the current SFR.
Of course, I cannot exclude multiple transitions from the blue to the red sequence
and vice-versa (Birnboim et al., 2007), but this scenario is not considered in the
analysis given the low amount of observational constraints available. I propose that
the SFR in the disks was higher in the past or, in other words, that these galaxies
have probably migrated from the blue cloud. A reduction in the SFR is likely due
to the low Hi column density in these systems: on average below the threshold for
the onset of star formation. What caused this reduction is still unclear and only
more detailed theoretical models and simulations will help us to solve this mystery.
The same mechanism is probably behind the ring-like structures observed in both
Hi and UV. Both internal (e.g, bar instability) or external (e.g. accretion, merging)
processes can be responsible for such features. However the absence of strong bars,
the presence of decoupled/counter rotating components and the size-ratio of the inner
and outer rings (∼3.3-3.6, i.e. different from the typical value expected for Lindblad
resonances ∼2.2, although not completely inconsistent; Athanassoula et al., 1982;
Buta, 1995), favour an external mechanism behind the unusual properties of these
systems. Since all these galaxies harbour an AGN, it is natural to think about AGN
feedback. However, these are generally low-energetic AGNs and no direct evidence
(e.g., jets) supporting this scenario has been found so far. Moreover, it is not clear how
star-forming rings and low surface density Hi disks can be formed via AGN-feedback.
Finally, it is important to note that, whatever the past evolutionary history of
these systems, the hydrogen reservoir available can sustain the current star formation
activity in these galaxies for at least 2-5 Gyrs (ignoring molecular hydrogen, helium
and recycling). Thus, if star formation will remain as efficient as it is now, it will take
a long time for these galaxies to reach the red sequence in a UV-optical/near-infrared
colour-mass diagram.
Unfortunately, no speculation can be made about the past evolutionary history
of NGC 4324 and NGC 4378 given the lack of multiwavelength observations.
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Figure 5.12: Left: The g − r versus Mr colour magnitude diagram from Masters et al.
(2010), highlighting the best fit to the red sequence of the SDSS galaxies in the Galaxy
Zoo sample (solid black line), the face-on, disk-dominated objects identified as ‘red
passive’ spirals (solid red circles), and the face-on, blue star-forming spirals forming
the blue cloud (open blue circles). Right: The N U V − r versus Mr colour magnitude
diagram, showing the best fit to the red sequence and blue cloud in Wyder et al. (2007).
The majority of the red ‘passive’ spirals actually display N U V − r colours similar to
the blue star-forming spirals.

5.6

Discussion & conclusions

I have shown for the first time that, at all stellar masses, transition spirals
tend to be Hi deficient galaxies, preferentially found in high-density environments.
Although I confirm that the fraction of AGN-host spirals peaks in the transition
region (see also Martin et al., 2007; Schawinski et al., 2007), it is demonstrated that,
at fixed stellar mass, AGNs are not associated with a systematic decrease in the star
formation activity whereas Hi deficient galaxies are redder than gas-rich systems.
Thus, environmental effects could explain the suppression of the star formation over
the whole range of stellar masses investigated in this work, and no direct connection
between AGN activity and quenching of the star formation is observed in the HRS+
sample.
However, biases in the classification of nuclear activity could be introduced by
using optical emission lines. On one hand, AGN activity in blue sequence galaxies
could be totally obscured or outshone by star formation. This would imply an underestimate of the AGN fraction in the blue sequence, thus reinforcing the results.
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On the other hand, Stasińska et al. (2008) have recently shown that old stellar populations can provide enough photons to ionize the inter-stellar medium, mimicking
AGN-type galaxies. This seems to be particularly important for LINER-like systems,
which represent a large fraction (∼56%) of AGN-host late-type galaxies. In this case,
the observed peak of ‘so-called’ nuclear activity in the transition region would merely
be a consequence of the fact that transition spirals have an older stellar population
than blue sequence disks, again supporting these results.
I note that the result presented here appears highly inconsistent with that of
Masters et al. (2010), who use the Galaxy Zoo sample (Lintott et al., 2008) to select
face-on, disk-dominated spirals redder than a stipulated g − r colour and compare the
properties of these ‘red passive’ spirals with their star-forming counterparts residing
on the blue cloud of the g − r colour-magnitude diagram (see Figure 5.12). They
find no significant difference between the properties of ‘passive’ spirals in different
environments, in contrast to what I find in the HRS+ sample. They suggest that

the ‘passive’ spirals are either satellite galaxies in massive halos with quenched star
formation from strangulation, the descendants of bar-dominated, normal spirals with
efficient accretion of gas or are merely old spirals which have consumed all of their
gas.
However, under closer inspection of their sample, I find that their definition
of ’passive’ spirals does not correspond to the definition used here. I matched the
SDSS galaxies from the Galaxy Zoo sample in Masters et al. (2010) with GALEX
objects from the GR4/GR5 online archives. Most of the sample (88.1%; 4787/5433)
had NUV magnitudes measured by the GALEX pipeline. Thus, I reconstruct the
NUV −r versus Mr colour-magnitude diagrams and use the best fit relations to define
the blue cloud and red sequence from Wyder et al. (2007). Plotting the NUV − r
colours for the Galaxy Zoo sample (see Figure 5.12), I find that the blue star-forming
galaxies are scattered around the best fit relation, in agreement with Wyder et al.

(2007). Yet, the ‘passive’ spirals actually appear to be more active than first thought,
since the majority of them reside inside or on the edge of the NUV − r blue cloud.
Few ‘passive’ spirals reside in the transition region, with rapidly decreasing numbers
of objects approaching the red sequence. Thus, the sample of ‘passive’ galaxies based
on the g − r colour selection would likely be classified as star-forming galaxies on

the blue cloud in the NUV − H colour-mass diagrams. From this result, it is easy
to see why Masters et al. (2010) might find no environmental difference between the
properties of the ‘passive’ spirals, since Figure 5.1 demonstrates that the blue cloud is
present in all environments and that truly passive spirals would less likely be present
in the field environments. It should be noted that the NUV − r colours in Figure
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Figure 5.13: The distribution of the concentration index in H-band for Virgo cluster
galaxies. Galaxies are divided into blue-cloud (blue, dashed histogram), Hi-deficient
transition (magenta) and red-sequence (red) objects. The left panel shows all the
galaxies in the Virgo sample, while in the central and right panels only high and low
stellar mass objects are shown respectively. The dotted lines show the expected values
for an exponential and r1/4 light profiles.

5.12 have not been properly corrected for internal dust extinction and it is likely that
the galaxies actually possess slightly bluer NUV − r colours. This merely strengthens
the conclusion of this exercise, which suggests the discrepancy between our results
stems from the problem of using optical colours to discriminate between star-forming

and quiescent systems, which was previously noted in the B-H colour-mass diagram
presented in Figure 5.6.
The fact that the quenching of the star formation in transition galaxies is
driven by the environment is not completely surprising, considering the plethora of
observations supporting the significant impact of the environment on galaxy evolution (e.g., Dressler, 1980; Boselli & Gavazzi, 2006). However, the use of Hi data to
discriminate between the effects of AGN feedback and environment on star formation
shows not only that a physical link between AGN feedback and quenching may not
be assumed from a correlation between nuclear activity and position in the colourmass diagram, but also provides additional insights on the evolutionary history of
spiral galaxies outside the blue sequence. In fact, I also discovered a small fraction
of transition galaxies which are not Hi deficient and/or do not lie in high density
regions.

5.6.1

The migration of Hi-deficient galaxies
Galaxies in the transition region are typically Hi deficient late-type galaxies,

predominately found in the Virgo cluster. They form a fairly homogeneous population
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which are clearly migrating from the blue towards the red sequence. Environmental
effects are certainly able to strip the gas from the disk, reducing the star formation
in just a few hundreds million years and forcing the galaxy to leave the blue cloud.
However, the migration from the transition region to the red sequence is still uncertain, since a complete suppression of the star formation requires at least a few
billion years. This ‘two-step’ migration is more dramatic, and perhaps only visible in
an ultraviolet-infrared colour-mass diagram, whereas the first stripping event is sufficient to make the colours almost as red as an early-type galaxy in diagrams based
on optical colours.
Given the large uncertainty on the typical migration timescale and uncertainties on the observations, the current migration rate cannot place any meaningful
constraint on the growth of the red sequence. It is possible to investigate whether a
morphological transformation occurs during the migration to the red sequence. The
crucial question here is whether the red sequence is fed with bulge dominated or disk
galaxies. The answer is clear from Figure 5.13, where I examine the distribution of
the concentration index in H-band for galaxies in the Virgo cluster. In the transition region, only Virgo Hi-deficient galaxies are shown. Overall (Figure 5.13, left
panel), Hi-deficient transition galaxies have a concentration index much more similar
to blue than red-sequence systems. However, such a difference is only evident at stellar masses higher than ∼1010 Mstar (Figure 5.13, central panel) whereas for smaller
galaxies (right panel) the distribution of C31 (H) does not significantly vary across
the whole range of colours, reflecting the fact that dwarf ellipticals have exponential

light profiles like dwarf irregulars (e.g.,Binggeli & Cameron, 1991). This result implies that, while Hi-deficient transition galaxies are likely the progenitors of cluster
low-mass red objects (see also Haines et al., 2008; Boselli et al., 2008), this is not completely true at high stellar masses. This is additionally supported by the fact that the
vast majority of high-mass transition galaxies are early-type spirals and almost no
ellipticals are present (see Figures 5.5 and 5.7). The vast majority of galaxies in the
process of reaching the red sequence are thus disk systems, significantly different from
ellipticals or bulge-dominated galaxies characterizing high-mass, quiescent objects at
low redshift.
Since a significant fraction of Hi-deficient transition galaxies appear to have
recently fallen into the center of Virgo and will likely spend a few Gyr in the transition
region (see Section 5.5.1), it may be possible that a morphological transformation
still takes place before reaching the red sequence. Although this scenario cannot
be completely excluded, it is considered unlikely. Given the long time required to
halt the star formation, galaxies with increased bulge component should be present
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in our sample. Moreover, since gas stripping appears not to significantly increase
the bulge component in early type galaxies (e.g., Boselli et al., 2006), an additional
environmental effect (different from the one responsible for the quenching of the star
formation) must be invoked.
Thus, the fact that transition galaxies are not morphologically transformed before reaching the red sequence may have two different implications: either 1) galaxies
are morphologically transformed once already in the red sequence, or 2) the mechanism controlling the accretion of stellar mass into the red sequence at z ∼0 is not the
one responsible for the creation of the red sequence in the first place. Although it is
possible that the bulge component is enhanced in some red galaxies via gravitational
interactions, such scenario seems unlikely to explain the growth of the red sequence.
Firstly, the mechanism responsible for the morphological transformation should be
efficient only on giants and not on dwarf systems, which seems inconsistent with what
is known about environmental effects (Boselli & Gavazzi, 2006). Secondly, the major
mergers required to significantly increase the bulge component are extremely rare in
today’s clusters of galaxies. Thirdly, the presence of red-sequence galaxies in isolation implies that star formation has been suppressed also outside clusters of galaxies.
Although my sample could be biased against isolated objects, the fact that no field
galaxies are clearly migrating from the blue sequence may suggest that in low density
environments the red sequence has been mainly populated in the past. Finally, if the
morphological transformation takes place in the red sequence, the number of bulgedominated/elliptical galaxies should decrease at increasing redshift, which does not
seem to be the case (Postman et al., 2005; Desai et al., 2007). Thus, the most favourite
scenario emerging from the analysis is that the red sequence is currently accreting
mass, at all masses, mainly via disk galaxies. No significant structural modification
takes place during the journey from the blue cloud to the red sequence. The main
process responsible for the suppression of the star formation in nearby galaxies is thus
not the same responsible for the formation of the red sequence at high redshift.

5.6.2

The Hi-normal transition galaxies

While in the case of Hi-deficient objects it seems plausible to associate transition galaxies with objects that are migrating from the blue to red sequence, this
is not always the case for Hi-normal transition galaxies. They represent ∼12% of

the HRS+ transition galaxy population and are only found at high stellar masses
(M∗ >1010 Mstar ). As shown in Figure 5.14, these galaxies are mainly disks with
a significant bulge component (they are in fact all Sa or S0 galaxies) and, despite
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Figure 5.14: . The distribution of the H-band concentration index for Virgo Hi-deficient
(dashed) and Hi-normal transition galaxies. All galaxies and galaxies with M∗ ≥ 1010
M⊙ are shown in the left and right panel respectively.

the low number statistics, it seems clear that there are very few ‘disk-only’ galaxies,
contrary to the Hi-deficient population.
Despite their different properties, a great fraction of these galaxies show active star-forming regions and Hi segregated in one or multiple ring-like structures.
Red sequence galaxies can acquire a new gas supply and restart their star formation
activity, as predicted by cosmological simulations. However, it is unlikely that the
red galaxies in our sample will re-build a significant stellar disk (see also Hau et al.,
2008). Merging, accretion of gas-rich satellites and exchange of material during close
encounters are among the likely scenarios responsible for this rejuvenation. Such processes are more frequent in low density environments, where red-sequence galaxies
are rarer, perhaps reducing the chances to observe such phenomenon.
When a suppression of star formation is the most likely scenario to explain Hinormal transition galaxies, the process behind such migration is still unclear. In this
case, star formation must be reduced by making the Hi stable against fragmentation
(e.g., by decreasing the Hi column density below the threshold for star formation) and
not via Hi stripping as observed in Hi-deficient objects. Starvation (Larson et al.,
1980) by removing any extended gaseous halo surrounding the galaxy, preventing
further infall, could be a possibility. This would imply a longer time-scale (several
Gyr) for the migration from the blue cloud (Boselli et al., 2006, 2008) than the one
observed in the case of Hi stripping (a few hundreds million years). However, the
evidence for gas accretion in some of these objects may suggest that starvation, if
efficient, is not the only mechanism at work.
Martig et al. (2009) have recently proposed a ‘morphological quenching’ to
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explain the origin of gas-rich bulge-dominated objects. The idea behind this mechanism is that the presence of a bulge could inhibit the collapse of a gas disk. However,
the ‘morphological quenching’ appears only to be effective when the disk stellar component is negligible, which is not the case for the majority of the systems in our
sample.
Thus, a picture has emerged in which galaxies not only migrate from the blue
cloud to the red sequence, but also migrate into the transition region from the red
sequence. Whilst the mechanisms governing the evolutionary paths of Hi-normal
transition galaxies still need to be unravelled, it is clear that environmental effects
are driving the migration of late-type galaxies from the blue cloud to the red sequence.
Finally, I remind the reader that although galaxies in the transition region do display
active nuclei, I find no evidence in support of AGN feedback suppressing the star
formation in the migrating population.

